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Abstract

We discuss the structure of general Anisotropic Compactification in Type I
D = 4, N = 1 string theory. It is emphasized that, in this context, a possi-
ble interpretation of MP lanck as “dual” to (at least) one of the Kaluza-Klein
or Windings Modes could provide interesting interpretations of the “physi-
cal scales” and the GUT coupling. Some of the scenarios presented here are
strictly connected with the phenomenological proposal of TeV-scale gravity
(i.e. millimiter compactification). We show that in this scenario new and prob-
ably dominant effects should arise from the presence of “low-energy” Winding
Modes of usual SM particles. Stringent bounds on the Planck mass in 4 + n
dimensions are derived from the existing experimental limits on massive repli-
cas of SM gauge bosons. Non-observation of Winding Modes at the planned
accelerators could provide stronger bounds on the 4 + n dimensional Planck
mass than those from graviton emission into the bulk. Some comments on
other possible phenomenological interesting scenarios are addressed.



Introduction

The key to the recent development of string theory was the discovery of duality symmetries.
Dualities not only relate the strong and weak coupling limits of different string theories,
but also suggest a way to compute certain strong coupling results in one string theory by
mapping it to weak coupling result in a dual one.

For many years mostly all the attention was devoted to the theoretical and phenomeno-
logical analysis of the E8×E8 weak coupled heterotic string theory. But this theory, beyond
many successful (and not trivial) predictions, gives rise to a gauge coupling unification scale
that is in contrast with the usual GUT value extrapolated from low-energy data. In fact the
E8 × E8 weak coupled heterotic string theory make a definite prediction of the relation be-
tween the gravitational scale (MP lanck), the string scale Ms and the GUT coupling. From this
relation it comes out that either the scale where gravity becomes of the same order of gauge
interactions (the string unification scale) should be higher respect to the gauge unification
scale, MGUT , either the MP lanck should be smaller than the usual value (≈ 1019). Various
proposal have been thought for dealing with this problem in the context of perturbative
heterotic string theory, but none of them is really compelling (see [1] for a comprehensive
review on the subject).

An alternative approach was proposed by Witten in [2], where it is proposed to look for
a solution to the GUT-gravity unification problem in the strongly coupled regime. When
string coupling is strong large corrections can appear that substantially modify the relation
between the gravitational, string and gauge couplings. Using the new duality symmetries,
it has been shown that the strongly coupled regime of the SO(32) heterotic is described by
the weakly coupled Type I string theory [3], while the for the D = 10 E8 × E8 heterotic
the strong coupling limit is given by the weakly coupled D = 11 M-theory compactified on
S1/Z2 [4]. The new features of these schemes is that now the string scale is no more fixed to
a particular value, and so, why not, just behind the corner. On the other hand, the Planck
scale, no more connected directly to the string scale by a definite relation, seems to loose
its fundamental role as a physical scale and appears to be either imposed by hand either
accidental. In a recent paper, [5], MP lanck was suggested to be “dual” to the EW scale,
having in this way a motivation. However, in the context of Isotropic Compactification in
Type I string theory both scales (although connected) are still external input. We suggest
that a “physical motivation” of the MP lanck − MEW “duality” could be recovered in the
context of Anisotropic Compactification.

Recently, an interesting scenario of low-energy quantum gravity has been proposed [6, 7].
Its phenomenological interest relies on the fact that future accelerator and gravity experi-
ments could in principle observe some effects due to Large Extra Dimensions with a com-
pactification radius at mm. This scenario can be recovered in the framework of Type I
string theory, as proposed in [8]. However, particularities of the specific type of compacti-
fication implemented could in general strongly modify the phenomenological impact of this
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hypothesis, changing by many orders of magnitude the strenght of the typical signatures.
In particular, adopting a naive Isotropic Compactification model, graviton emission in the
extra dimensions is strongly suppressed with respect to the favoured case of Anisotropic
Compactification with only two large extra dimensions [9]. In this paper we show that, how-
ever, in a comprehensive treatment of Anisotropic Compactification in Type I strings, quite
generally, winding modes can appear below the string scale for the typical values currently
quoted in the literature. We claim that the winding modes could represent then a possible
dominant string effect accessible to present or near future experiments.

In sect. 1 we shortly remind some issues related to Type I string theory and Dp-branes.
We also give the general relations for the gravitational, string and gauge couplings, ob-
tained after compactification on a six-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold both for Isotropic
and Anistropic Compactification.

In sect. 2 we consider the simple assumption that the Planck scale could be “dual” to the
lowest scale in the model (being it a compactification scale or a winding mode) and describe
qualitatively three typical scenarios, where Ms = 103, 1011 and 1016 GeV.

In sect. 3 we analyse the low-energy quantum gravity scenarios studied in the recent lit-
erature. We stress the new phenomenological aspects due to presence of low-energy winding
modes and their relation with the large compactification radius and with the D-dimensional
Planck mass.

Eventually, in sect. 4 we draw our conclusions.

1 Type I String

Type I string models are widely used as a framework for low-energy quantum gravity theories.
Since our main motivation is of phenomenological nature, in this section we shortly remind
some issues related to Type I string theory and Dp-branes relevant to this paper. For a
deeper and more formal sight into the subject see refs. [10, 11].

1.1 New features of Type I strings: Dp-branes

Dp-branes are classical solutions that appear in many string theories. They can be thought
as extended objects with p spatial dimensions and localized in all the other spatial directions.
In the weak string coupling limit, Dp-branes can be understood as static surfaces on which
Type I open strings can end. In the “old-fashioned view”, Type I open strings were free to
move in all the 10D space-time (a 9-brane), i.e. they had only Neumann boundary conditions.
It has been noticed [10] that in the compactification procedure new sets of Dp-branes with
p < 9 can appear. As a consequence, Type I open strings have Dirichlet boundary conditions
in the 9 − p coordinates transverse to the Dp-brane and Neumann boundary condition in
the brane spatial directions. This means that their ends can freely move only in the brane
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3-brane 51-brane 71-brane 9-brane gravity

KK none M1 M2, M3 M1, M2, M3 M1, M2, M3

Windings Mω1 , Mω2 , Mω3 Mω2 , Mω3 Mω1 none Mω1 , Mω2, Mω3

Table 1: String modes felt by the gauge group living on a specific Dp-brane (we consider for
simplicity just 51- and 71-branes) and by gravity.

(p + 1) dimensions. To each set of Dp-branes is associated a gauge group. We assume that
SM particles are massless excitations (zero modes) of open strings starting and ending on
the same brane1. Consequently, gauge and matter SM fields are tied to the brane and can
not see the transverse extra dimensions.

In Type I string theory also a closed string sector is present. Closed strings are singlets
respect to the gauge group and represent the gravitational interaction. They are free to
propagate in the full 10D space can mediate SUSY or EW breaking occuring in a brane
sector not coincident with the SM one.

In the simple case of toroidal compactification T 2 × T 2 × T 2, we have three compactifi-
cation radii Ri(i = 1, 2, 3) associated to the three complex dimensions Xi. Strings have two
kind of excitations: Kaluza-Klein (KK) and winding modes. The KK modes have masses
typically of the order of the compactification scales, Mi = 1/Ri, whereas the masses of the
winding modes are Mωi

= M2
s /Mi, with Ms the string scale. The mass squared of a given

excitation is:

M2(mi, ni) = M2
0 +

3∑
i=1

(
m2

i M
2
i + n2

i M
2
ωi

)
, mi, ni = 0,±1,±2, . . . (1)

where M0 stands for other Ri-independent contributions to the mass and (mi, ni) are the
momentum and winding numbers. In Type I models, closed strings have both KK and
winding excitations, whereas open strings starting and ending on a Dp-brane can only have
KK modes associated with the p−3 complex dimensions belonging to the brane and winding
modes related to the 9 − p directions perpendicular to the brane. For example, a 51-brane
has one infinite tower of KK modes associated to the brane internal complex dimension
X1 and two infinite towers of winding modes associated to the two external ones, X2, X3;
three different 5i-branes are possible by taking as internal dimension Xi. A 71-brane has
two KK modes associated to the two internal complex dimensions X2, X3 and one winding

1Only strings starting and ending on the same Dp-brane or in different branes with a non vanishing
intersection of the world-volume can have massless zero modes.
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mode associated to the external dimension X1; also in this case, three different 7i-branes are
possible. In Tab. 1 we schematically remind which kind of string excitations are felt by the
gauge group confined on a particular Dp-brane and by gravity.

1.2 Compactification in Type-I strings

The relevant terms in the D=10 N = 1 effective low-energy action appearing in Type I string
theory are [2]:

S10 = −
∫ d10x

(2π)7

√−g

(
M8

s

λ2
R +

M6
s

λ

1

4
F 2

(9) + ...

)
, (2)

where λ is the string coupling, Ms is the string scale, R is the trace of the 10D Ricci tensor and
F(9) is the gauge field strength associated to the 9-brane sector. By dimensional reduction
to D=4 on an orbifold with underlying six-dimensional compact torus T 2 × T 2 × T 2, one
obtains:

S4 = −
∫

d4x

2π

√−g

(
R2

1R
2
2R

2
3M

8
s

λ2
R +

R2
1R

2
2R

2
3M

6
s

λ

1

4
F 2

(9)

+
∑

i6=j 6=k 6=i

R2
i R

2
jM

4
s

λ

1

4
F 2

(7k) +
3∑

j=1

R2
jM

2
s

λ

1

4
F 2

(5j)
+

1

λ

1

4
F 2

(3) + ...

 , (3)

where the compactified volume is defined as V = Πi(2πRi)
2. In eq. (3) we displayed all the

possible kinetic terms for gauge bosons that can in general appear coming from different
Dp-branes (p = 9, 7, 5, 3) sectors. If N=1 SUSY is to be preserved one should consider, in
a specific model, only branes satisfying the constraint |p − p′| = 0, 4, with p, p′ the spatial
dimensions of two given Dp-branes. From eq. (3) one recovers the following relation between
the gravitational constant GN , the string coupling λ, the string scale of the theory Ms and
the scales of the compactified dimensions Mi [2, 12]:

GN =
1

M2
P lanck

=
λ2M2

1 M2
2 M2

3

8M8
s

. (4)

The gauge couplings on the different branes present in the theory are related to the string
scale and the compactification scales by:

α9 =
λM2

1 M2
2 M2

3

2M6
s

; α7i
=

λM2
j M2

k

2M4
s

, i 6= j 6= k 6= i

α5i
=

λM2
i

2M2
s

; α3 =
λ

2
. (5)
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From eq. (4) we derive the perturbative bound on the string coupling,

λ = 2
√

2
M4

s

M1M2M3MP lanck
≤ O(1), (6)

that defines the range of validity of the effective action in eq. (2). Substituting eq. (6) in
eq. (5) the gauge couplings, for the different Dp-brane sectors, can be directly related to the
relevant masses of the theory by:

α9MP lanck√
2

=
M1M2M3

M2
s

;
α7i

MP lanck√
2

=
MjMk

Mi
, i 6= j 6= k 6= i

α5i
MP lanck√

2
=

MiM
2
s

MjMk

, i 6= j 6= k 6= i ;
α3MP lanck√

2
=

M4
s

M1M2M3

. (7)

In the case of Isotropic Compactification [5, 12], where all compactification radii are taken
to be equal, Ri = 1/Mi = 1/Mc, the previous formulae can be simplified to:

αpMP lanck√
2

=
M (p−6)

c

M
(p−7)
s

(8)

with p labelling the different Dp-branes.
From eq. (7) the meaning of T-duality, intuitively defined by the relation

Ti : Mi → Mωi
=

M2
s

Mi

, (9)

appears evident. For example it is immediate to see how the T1 duality connects the 9-
brane with the 71-brane sector or the 51-brane with the 3-brane one. These sets of relations
are somewhat redundant: since different Dp-branes are related by T -duality, the formulae
for the gauge couplings are not at all independent. Starting from, say, the 3-brane gauge
coupling the others can be derived by interchanging the compactification/winding scales in
the appropriate way. As our discussion will be principally based on eqs. (7,8) it is obvious
that we can choose a reference set of Dp-brane, for example the 3-brane one, and then all
the conclusions for other sets of Dp-branes can be obtained via T-duality transformations.

2 Anisotropic Compactification Scenarios

In the previous section we recalled the general formulae that relate the gauge coupling of a
specific Dp-brane sector and the Newton constant with the string and the compactification
masses. We now describe in more details the Anisotropic Compactification scenarios and try
to sketch out possible phenomenological implications. Connections with present and future
gravity and accelerator experiments will be postponed to sect. 3.
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Isotropic Compactification scenarios and possible phenomenological consequences have
been deeply investigated in [5, 12]. While a lot of attention is devoted in literature to
the phenomenological analyses of Large Extra Dimensions, a clear systematization of the
Anisotropic Compactification in Type I string, that it is the preferred framework for such
models, is still lacking. We try to partially fill this gap in the present section.

The simplest “phenomenological” scenario is obtained embedding the SM gauge group
SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y in only one brane sector2. Let’s choose for definiteness the 3-brane
one. As stated before, the discussion will follow exactly the same, using the appropriate T-
dualities, if one would choose another Dp-brane embedding. However, this scenario offers the
best intuitive approach to phenomenology. In fact, we end up with closed strings (gravity)
propagating in the full 10D space and open strings (gauge interactions) tied to 3-branes.
The SM low-energy fields are thus confined on the 3-brane sector (the usual 4D space-
time) and cannot propagate in the six extra dimensions. As appears from Tab. 1 the SM
gauge group can see only winding modes excitations. SUSY and/or EW breaking can be
transmitted to the observable sector from other Dp-brane sectors, separated from the SM
one, via gravitational interaction or “massive” string excitation between the branes.

In the crowded zoology of Anisotropic scenarios, we consider explicitly the case of two
identical compactification scales3 M2 = M3 = Mc and with the third scale set M1 6= Mc.
Hence, eq. (7) in terms of the KK and winding masses reads:

α3MP lanck√
2

=

(
M4

s

M1M2
c

)
=
(

Mωc

Mc

)
Mω1 =

(
Mω1

Mc

)2

M1 . (10)

Consequently, the string scale is no more fixed to any particular value and the Planck scale,
no more connected directly to the string scale by a definite relation, seems to loose its
fundamental role as a physical scale and appears to be either imposed by hand or accidental.
In principle, any two of the three scales on the right hand side of eq. (10) can assume
arbitrary large/small values (if not excluded by experimental bound). This situation has to
be compared, for example, with the heterotic prediction:

√
αGUT MP lanck

2
= Ms (11)

where the string scale is fixed to a definite value, Ms ∼ 1018.
In order to re-establish a role for the Planck scale, and to reduce the number of free

parameteres of the model, we make the following Ansatz:

2We are not considering, for simplicity, the case in which the SM gauge group is embedded in different
Dp-branes. For a discussion of this case see [12] where some examples are analyzed and possible problems
arising from the measured value of sin2 θW are discussed.

3The extension to the case with three different compactification scales does not add any new interesting
physical problematic and so we do not analyse it.
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Ansatz:
The Planck scale is “dual” to the smallest mass scale present in the theory, being
it a compactification scale M1 or its winding mode Mω1, i.e.:

M1 or Mω1 =
M2

s

MP lanck
. (12)

Within this simple assumption, all the mass scales of the theory are derived by only two
input parameters: the gauge coupling α3 and one mass, either the lowest mass, M1 (Mω1)
or the string scale Ms. Moreover, a new physical meaning for the Planck scale is recovered,
being it the largest mass scale in the game. The equivalence between the Planck mass and
M1 or Mω1 should descend by some underlying fundamental principle, that is beyond the
motivation of this paper.

In general, two different scenarios will appear:

1. The smallest scale of the theory is the compactification scale M1. So the Planck scale
is the related winding mode mass, MP lanck = Mω1 , and for the gauge coupling we get:

α3√
2

=
(

Mωc

Mc

)
. (13)

The mass relations for this scenario are depicted in Fig. 1. Below M1 gravity and
the SM live in four dimensions. At M1, gravity sees two extra dimensions and the
graviton acquire an infinite tower of KK modes. The SM particles are still living in
4D, since they do not feel KK excitations, as was explained in sect. 1. However, at
Mωc both gravity and gauge interactions feel the effect of extra dimensions, since both
are sensitive to winding mode excitations. Hence, gravity feels the full 10D space-time
whereas SM feels 4 extra dimensions and the SM particles acquire an infinite tower of
winding modes. At Ms, string unification occurs: the gravitational constant become
of the same order of magnitude of the gauge couplings. Above the string scale 10D
field theory must be replaced by string theory.

2. If the smallest scale of the theory is the winding mode Mω1 , then MP lanck = M1 and
we have:

α3√
2

=
(

Mω1

Mc

)2

. (14)

This case is illustrated in Fig. 2, and the meaning of the different scales follows what
already explained in the previous case.

The main simplification arising from our Ansatz is that the whole mass scales pattern
depend on two parameters only. To illustrate this statement, by taking as input parameter
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M1 and α3, we derive in the first scenario:

Ms =
√

M1MP lanck

Mc =

(√
2

α3

)1/2

Ms

Mωc =

(
α3√

2

)1/2

Ms

We see that a simple accordion picture of all the scales in the model can be drawn.
Eventually, we notice that the gauge coupling has a natural explanation in terms of the

geometry of the compactified six-dimensional manifold4. We will see below that this relation
between α3 and some of the scales of the theory could play an important role when building
a specific scenario.

We are aware that in an Anisotropic Compactification model we are re-introducing a pos-
sibly large hierarchy in terms of the different compactification scales. Moreover, the presence
of different scales in the model suggests that a mechanism stabilizing this hierarchy should
be at work [7, 13]. Anyway, this problem is common to all Anisotropic Compactification
models and its solution is well beyond the motivation of this paper, whose principal interest
is in a phenomenological description of Anisotropic Compactification scenarios.

In the following, we apply our assumption to three different scenarios characterized by
particularly interesting values of the string scale: 1) Ms ∼ 103 GeV, 2) Ms ∼ 1011 GeV and
3) Ms ∼ MGUT = 1016 GeV.

2.1 Low-energy String Scenario: TeV-scale Strings

In this first regime, we consider a very low string scale, Ms ∼ 103 GeV. This value is the
typical lower bound for new physics beyond the SM and has been considered in [7, 14].
Under our Ansatz, this value for the string scale results in a fixed value for the largest
compactification radius, R1 = (M2

s /MP lanck)
−1 ∼ 1 mm, i.e M1 ∼ 10−13 GeV. Present

gravity experiments have tested Newtonian gravity law up to 1 cm, thus not excluding this
value. The scenario is qualitatively depicted in Fig. 1. If we choose, as a reference value,
α3/

√
2 = 10−2, then the complete set of mass scales reads:

M1 ∼ 10−13 GeV < Mωc ∼ 102 GeV < Ms ∼ 103 GeV <

Mc ∼ 104 GeV < Mω1 = MP lanck ∼ 1019 GeV . (15)

Notice that these values of R1 and Ms drive winding modes with mass Mωc to be lighter
than the string scale, depending on the precise value of α3. This, in principle, could have a
great phenomenological impact and we will discuss it in full detail in sect. 3.

4This is a common feature of many models dealing with compactified dimensions
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Figure 1: General pattern of mass scales in scenario (1), where the lowest scale is the compactifi-
cation mass M1 and Mω1 = MP lanck.

We recall, however, that such a low value for the string scale could give problems related
to the gauge coupling unification. In our scenario, an infinite tower of winding modes of
the SM particles arise above Mωc , changing the logarithmic running of the couplings to a
power-low running [15]. Nevertheless, in [16] it was shown that the modified running is not
compatible with the available results for αs(MZ) imposing unification at the TeV scale.

As a final comment to the low-energy string scale scenario, we consider the problem of
SUSY-breaking. If the spontaneous supersymmetry breaking occurs on a distant Dp-brane
other than the one where the SM particles are living in, its effect could be communicated to
the visible sector by gravity5. The gravitino mass is, then, given by:

m3/2 ' F

MP lanck
' M2

s

MP lanck
∼ 10−13 GeV . (16)

where F is the scale of the SUSY-breaking. The phenomenological implications of such an
extremely light gravitino have been considered in [17], where also the lower bounds on m3/2

are discussed.
5In principle, SUSY-breaking could be transmitted also by open strings connecting the SM brane and

the one were SUSY-breaking occurs. This scenario is similar to gauge-mediated models with the mass of the
messenger proportional to the distance between the two branes.
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Figure 2: General pattern of mass scales in scenario (1), where the lowest scale is the winding
mass Mω1 and M1 = MP lanck.

The case in which the smallest scale of the model is the winding mass Mω1 = 10−13 GeV
is clearly ruled out by experiments. Since this extremely light winding mode would inter-
act with SM particles experimental signatures of this scenario should have been already
discovered.

2.2 Middle-energy String Scenario: Planck-Weak scale duality

In this case we fix the string scale, Ms, in a intermediate region between the weak scale and
the Planck scale. We choose, as a reference value, Ms = 1011 Gev. Following our Ansatz, we
obtain the two following scenarios whenever M1 or Mω1 are taken as large as MP lanck and
the GUT coupling α3/

√
2 = 10−2:

M1 ∼ 103 GeV < Mωc ∼ 1010 GeV < Ms ∼ 1011 GeV

< Mc ∼ 1012 GeV < Mω1 ∼ MP lanck = 1019 (17)

and

Mω1 ∼ 103 GeV < Mc ∼ 104 GeV < Ms ∼ 1011 GeV

< Mωc ∼ 1018 GeV < M1 ∼ MP lanck = 1019 . (18)
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This two scenarios are graphically shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. The effect of
growing α3 is to reduce the splitting within Ms −Mc and Ms −Mωc in the first case (see
Fig. 1) or the splitting Mc −Mω1 and Mωc −M1 in the second scenario (see Fig. 2).

The corresponding Isotropic scenario was considered in [5] as a motivation for the large
hierarchy between the Planck scale, MP lanck and the Weak scale, MWeak. In that paper the
large hierarchy is just the amplification of the small hierarchy

Mc

Ms
∼ α3 ∼ αGUT = 10−2 (19)

driven by the p− 6 exponent of eq. (8). For this scenario to work, the additional constraint
is considered:

MWeak ∼ m3/2 ∼ M2
s

MP lanck

, (20)

where the first relation is motivated by the phenomenological request of having soft masses
at the TeV scale6. Under our Ansatz, this “Weak-Planck duality” arises naturally choosing
the smallest scale at TeV.

Soft terms originating from a TeV-compactification scale have been considered in [18].
In principle, the same mechanism can be applied also for TeV-winding modes. This can be
easily understood via a T1-duality, thus exchanging Mω1 with M1 and replacing the 3-brane
with the 51-brane.

2.3 High-energy String Scenario

In this case we consider the string scale Ms = MGUT = 1016 GeV. This scenario could be
interesting to relate the string scale and the GUT unification scale. Following our Ansatz,
we obtain the two following scenarios whenever M1 or Mω1 are taken as large as MP lanck and
the GUT coupling α3/

√
2 = 10−2:

M1 ∼ 1013 GeV < Mωc ∼ 1015 GeV < Ms ∼ 1016 GeV

< Mc ∼ 1017 GeV < Mω1 ∼ MP lanck = 1019 (21)

and

Mω1 ∼ 1013 GeV < Mc ∼ 1014 GeV < Ms ∼ 1016 GeV

< Mωc ∼ 1018 GeV < M1 ∼ MP lanck = 1019 . (22)

From the phenomenological point of view, the Anisotropic Model does not add any peculiar
feature to what already considered in the Isotropic scenario of [12]. Pushing higher the string
scale reproduces the well known old heterotic scenario of eq. (11), with a very small splitting
between the different compactification/winding scales.

6In general, in string theory-derived supergravity models, all the soft breaking terms are related to the
gravitino mass.
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3 Winding Modes and Large Extra Dimensions

In the previous section, we stressed that in the framework of a Type I string theory, many
different mass scales arise when Anisotropic Compactification of the 6 extra dimensions is
considered. We noticed that quite generally winding modes could appear below the string
scale, both when the lowest scale is M1 or Mω1 . Since winding modes are felt by the gauge
interactions is of particular interest to study if they could give observable signatures at the
planned accelerators and put bounds on their mass from the existing data. These bounds
can be derived in the context of Type I strings without assuming our Ansatz.

We remind that winding modes can be treated just as KK excitations. Although the
SM particles are confined in 4D, and thus they do not see the opening of extra dimensions
(and therefore they do not possess any KK mode), they still have an infinite tower of mas-
sive excitations, corresponding to their winding modes. This means that, for example, the
present limits on massive replicas of SM gauge bosons, such as Z ′

SM or W ′
SM , can be directly

translated into limits on the winding mode mass. As we stressed in sect. 1, this situation
is not at all peculiar to a model where the SM particles are confined on a 3-brane. If, for
example, we consider a model with closed strings living in 10D and open strings tied to
a 9-brane, our results for the winding modes can be directly converted in results for KK
modes, as shown in Tab. 1. We found it easier to restrict ourselves to the case where the
SM is confined on a 3-brane, but we believe useful to stress again that our results are not at
all peculiar to this particular choice.

There are two possible interesting situations where winding modes could play a role in
the planned high-energy experiments:

• The lowest mass scale is Mω1 ' 1 TeV. In this case case, direct searches at present and
future accelerators can put a lower limit on Mω1 , that within our Ansatz translates into
a bound on Ms. The phenomenological implications of this scenario are quite similar
to what was found in [19], where the phenomenology of KK modes at the TeV-scale
was studied in the framework of orbifold compactification of heterotic string theory.

• We have a very large compactification radius, R1, and a string scale around 1 TeV.
This case has been qualitatively studied in sect. 2.1, where we pointed out that winding
modes slightly lighter than the string scale are possible with no need of any particularly
strong assumption. However, since mass scales patterns of this type have been exten-
sively studied in the recent literature, we believe this scenario deserves a particular
attention.

In the following, we will briefly remind the basic formulae present in the literature and apply
them with special attention to the role of the winding modes in the Large Extra Dimensions
scenario.
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3.1 Phenomenology and experimental constraints

New gravitational experiments [20] could in principle observe deviations from the Einstein-
Newton 4D gravity due to extra dimensions down to a compactification radius R ∼ 10 µm.
Present gravity experiments test the Newton law down to Rexp ≥ 1 cm. In [7] a scenario was
proposed where new extra dimensions arise at the mm-scale affecting gravitational interac-
tions, whereas the SM particles are confined to a 4D space-time. It was noticed in [8] that
in the framework of Type I strings this is naturally achieved by considering the SM living
on a 3-brane.

It is also possible that new high-energy experiments at the TeV-scale such as NLC or LHC
could observe effects due to the emission of a graviton into the extra dimensions [9]. Although
the graviton emission in 4D is suppressed by the 4D Newton constant, GN = 1/M2

P lanck, the
integration over all the KK modes of the graviton7 trades this suppression factor with a
much smaller one,

1

M2
P lanck

→ En

M2+n
(D)

, (23)

where n is the number of extra dimensions accessible to the graviton, M(D) is the Planck
mass in D = 4+n dimensions and E is the c.m. energy. If the D-dimensional Planck mass is
at the TeV-scale, graviton production becomes accessible at the planned accelerators. The
typical signature will be the production of a SM particle and missing energy [9].

The interest of this scenario relies on the fact that the two relevant scales R ∼ 1 mm
and M(D) ∼ 1 TeV are precisely the scales accessible to gravity and high-energy planned
experiments, respectively. Slightly changing these scales dramatically change its experimen-
tal appeal for the near future. In particular, the number of extra dimensions felt by gravity
at the TeV-scale and the precise values of M(D) and of the compactification radii, Ri, are
fundamental when making quantitative predictions on the decay rate into gravitons or on a
specific cross-section. In the literature, it has been shown that the case with n = 2 (thus, the
scenario considered in this paper) gives the favoured signatures at the planned experiments.

By relating the 4D Newton constant GN with the D = 4 + n one, we get:

M2
P lanck = 8πRnMn+2

(D) (24)

where R is the radius of n extra dimensions8. The Newton constant in Type I strings is also
related to the SM gauge coupling, the string scale Ms and the compactification scales, Mi,
by eq. (4). Combining these two relations, we get

M2
(6) =

1√
4πα3

M2
ωc

, M1 < M2 = M3 = Mc

7In this picture, gravity lives in (4 + n)-dimensions, and the graviton from the 4-dimensional point of
view appear as a massless particle with its associated Kaluza-Klein modes.

8Recall that M2
(4) = M2

Planck/8π = M̄2
Planck.
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Figure 3: Bounds on M(6) as a function of Mωc for different values of α3 = αem, αGUT , αs, 1. The
dashed lines are the excluded region if no deviation from Newton law is found at R1 = 1 mm, 10 µm.
The lower shaded area is the excluded region from present gravitational experiments testing the
Newton law down to R ∼ 1 cm. The vertical left shaded area represent the excluded region from
non observation of massive replicas of SM bosons.

M3
(8) =

1√
4πα3

M2
s Mω1 , M2 = M3 = Mc < M1

M4
(10) =

1√
4πα3

M4
s , (25)

respectively for n = 2, 4, 6 Large Extra Dimensions9. This means that in the case n = 2,
for which the most promising experimental signatures are foreseen, the relevant scale in the
game is the winding mode mass Mωc . This scale is directly related to the 6-dimensional
Planck mass, that is the quantity for which bounds can be extracted by the experiments
(see [9]). Notice that in this particular case the string scale is completely irrelevant from the

9As a simplifying hypothesis, we consider n equally large radii and 6− n equally small radii.
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phenomenological point of view and could take any value (above 1 TeV). However, within
our Ansatz the string scale could still be related to the winding mode mass:

M2
s =

√
2

α3
M2

ωc
=
√

8πM2
(6) (26)

and therefore a lower bound on Mωc translates into a lower bound for Ms also.
By looking to deviations from the Newton law in gravity experiments we can put direct

bounds on R, that using eq. (24) give limits on M(6). If we use then Type I strings relations,
we get from limits on M(6) bounds on the winding mode mass and, within our Ansatz, on
Ms. In Tab. 2 we resume these bounds for typical values of R (with α3 = αGUT ). Present

R1 M(6) Mωc Ms

1 cm ≥ 220 GeV ≥ 80 GeV ≥ 490 GeV
1 mm ≥ 700 GeV ≥ 270 GeV ≥ 1.5 TeV
10 µm ≥ 2.2 TeV ≥ 840 GeV ≥ 5 TeV

Table 2: Bounds on M(6), Mωc and Ms from present and future gravity experiments, with
α3 = αGUT = 1/24. The limit on M(6) is directly derived assuming 4 + n Newton law. The
limit on Mωc comes from the Type I string relations, whereas the limit on Ms is obtained
using our Ansatz.

experimental limits on R1 ≤ 1 cm put a very weak lower bound to the winding mode mass.
Existing experimental limits on massive replicas of SM gauge bosons, such as Z ′

SM or
W ′

SM , can be directly translated into Mωc ≥ 700 GeV [21]. This bound can be used to put
limits on R1, M(6) and Ms. Using the first formula in eq. (25), with α3 = αGUT = 1/24,
we obtain the limit M(6) ≥ 1.8 TeV. Contextually, using eq. (24), one should also have
R ≤ 0.15 mm.

Non-observation of massive replicas of SM particles at the planned accelerators would
imply even stronger bounds on M(6). For example, non-observation at NLC500 (i.e. MZ′

SM
≥

5 Tev) [22], translates into M(6) ≥ 13 TeV and R ≤ 3× 10−3 mm.10 The dependence of the
previous limit on α3 is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

The Isotropic case n = 6 provides a direct relationship between Ms and the experimen-
tally tested M(10). We face two possibilities:

• We observe deviations from the Newton law at the planned gravitational experiments,
R ∼ 1 mm. In this case, we immediately get Ms ∼ 10−5 GeV (for α3 = 1/24). Clearly,
this situation is excluded by experiments, since the string scale is too low.

10Of course it is obvious that this bounds could be applied only for Mωc ≤ Ms, since in the opposite case
other new physics effects, such as Regge excitations, should be observed.
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Figure 4: Bounds on R1 as a function of Mωc for different values of α3 = αem, αGUT , αs, 1. The
upper shaded area is the excluded region from present gravitational experiments testing the Newton
law down to R ∼ 1 cm. The vertical left shaded area represent the excluded region from non
observation of massive replicas of SM bosons.

• Ms ∼ 1 TeV. In this case we get Mc ∼ 10−2 GeV (i.e. R ∼ 10−11 mm), and thus
no extra dimensions could be observed at the planned gravity experiments. Moreover,
graviton emission phenomena are suppressed with respect to the n = 2 case, due to
the high power of E6/M8

(10) to be compared with E2/M4
(6). Although this case is not

excluded, its lower phenomenological interest with respect to the n = 2 case is manifest.

Finally, in the n = 4 case, a limit on M(8) gives a bound on the combination M2
s Mωc .

This case is, in a certain way, a intermediate situation between the two previous ones.
If the planned experiments do not discover any winding modes, we see that we could put

bounds on M(6) and on R. However, we could also imagine a situation where new experiments
do discover some winding modes. If then we have a new accelerator experiment with c.m.
energy above the winding modes threshold, gravity (that feels both KK and winding modes)
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start to see new extra dimensions of radius Rωc = 1/Mωc. Hence, the Newton constant is
again modified:

M2
(6) = R4

ωc
M6

(10) (27)

If we now make use of eq. (25), we get:

M3
(10) =

√
4πα3M

3
(6) (28)

and thus the suppression factor for graviton emission into the extra dimensions is

1

M2
(4)

→ E2

M4
(6)

→ E6

M2
(6)M

6
(10)

→ E6

4πα2
3M

8
(6)

This means that in this case the suppression factor E6/M8
(D) typical of Isotropic compactifi-

cation of n = 6 dimensions gets an enhancement factor 1/(4πα2
3) ' 50 (for α3 = 1/24). This

enhancement could be relevant when looking for graviton emission into extra dimensions
above the winding mode threshold.

If we take into account the present astrophysical and cosmological bounds on M(6) ≥
30 TeV, we get: R1 ≤ 5× 10−4 mm, Mωc ≥ 12 TeV and, within our Ansatz, Ms ≥ 70 TeV.

4 Conclusions

The Anisotropic Compactification scenario of Type I string theory represent the preferred
framework for TeV-scale gravity models. However, in this scenario a large number of mass
scales naturally appear possibly reintroducing the hierarchy problem and suggesting that
a stabilization mechanism of the compactification radii is at work. Moreover, in Type I
strings, the string scale is not fixed to a particular value and the Planck mass seems to loose
its fundamental role. This situation has to be compared to that of heterotic string theory. In
this paper, we considered MP lanck to be “dual” to the lowest mass scale of the model. Within
this simple assumption, all the mass scales can be deduced by only two free parameters, the
gauge coupling α3 and one mass scale (for example Ms). Moreover, the Planck scale recovers
a physical meaning. In sect. 2 we analysed qualitatively in the context of our Ansatz the
different scenarios that arise for three reference values of Ms = 103, 1011 and 1016 GeV. We
noticed that quite generally winding modes could appear below the string scale, thus being
of some phenomenological relevance.

In the case of n = 2 Large Extra Dimension, direct searches of the lightest winding
modes can put stringent bounds on both the largest compactification scale, R1, and the
six-dimensional Planck mass, M(6). We stress that these results are completely independent
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from our Ansatz and follows only by assuming Type I string theory. With the present data
on massive replicas of SM gauge bosons, MZ′

SM
≥ 700 GeV, we obtain M(6) ≥ 1.8 TeV and

R1 ≤ 0.15 mm for a reasonable value of α3. Search for direct production of winding modes at
LHC or NLC can then represents a useful tool to explore the parameter space of Large Extra
Dimension models derived from Type I string theory and give a possibly cleaner signature
than graviton emission into the bulk.

The phenomenology of winding modes is quite interesting and deserves a careful study.
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